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         GEORGE FIRST RIDER 
          
              George First Rider of the Blood Reserve was born in 1904.  
         He had no formal schooling but became an accomplished horseman 
         and worked for a time on the rodeo circuit.  After working as a 
         farmer he ended up in jail as a result of alcoholism and theft.  
         He attributes his reform to his conversion to Christianity. 
              He prides himself on his ability as a storyteller and on 
         his knowledge of Blood culture, particularly the holy societies 
         many of which he joined as a young man. 
 
          
         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Explains the importance of the eagle in Blackfoot 
           ceremonialism.   
         George First Rider:  Okay, others are also very handsome.  Now 
         it's the same people when they operated this way.  They didn't 
         see any fowls and it is strange how they got the idea how to 
         kill them.  They saw the birds.  One was just slowly moving.  
         Its wings were just spread out; it didn't flap its wings.  
         Its wings were just spread out.  It is called hovering around 
         in space. 
          
         When they saw the bird, it was perched.  The bird was all 
         black. It looked like a crow.  The bird was very handsome.  The 



         other birds such as dark ferruginous hawks love their 
         trumpeting.  They didn't hear a sound from the big birds that 
         they saw.  They were just flying around.  The dark ferruginous 
         hawks trumpeting sounded like this:  Pee-ee, Pee-ee. 
          
         Okay, when they looked at the big birds, they managed to 
         capture one.  As they looked at it they said, "Its tail 
         feathers are very handsome."  The tail feathers were pure 
         white; they looked like a portion of an unmelted snow.  So the 
         big bird's tail feathers were called unmelted snow.  The tail 
         feathers were black at the end; they called them handsome tail 
         feathers.  We will say a handsome person is an outstanding 
         person.  We will say a fast horse is an outstanding horse. 
          
         The birds were not identified when they were first seen; a name 
         wasn't given to them yet.  Their little ones were found.  The 
         nest was way up on the side of a cliff.  They didn't have their 
         little ones on the ground, they had them way up.  The given 
         name People from Far, it's seen far away.  It's like this.  
         Something that we are seeing at a far off distance, it means 
         that a person came from a long ways.  It's the same as height.  
         Okay, when their little ones were seen, no one can fool around 
         with their little ones.  They got the name Height; they were 
         called High Above Babies.   Their name Height differed 
         gradually.  Finally they were called Eagle Childs.  The eagle's 
         nest cannot be seen, it is that high above from the ground 
         level.  So they get their name Eagle. 
          
         The formation of the tail feather are called, we will say they 
         are formed like a shoulder blade.  The tail feather are formed 
         like the shape of a buffalo's shoulder blade.  We make fans out 
         of the tail feathers.  They are constructed like a shoulder 
         blade and now those fans -- my fan looks just like a shoulder 
         blade. That's the fame they got.  That is how the old people 
         use them, they make fans out of the tail feathers. 
          
         Later on the tail feathers were used as a symbol of war 
         exploits, and had them for head ornaments.  A person that 
          
         killed an enemy will wear his feather headpiece.  That is why 
         he wears his feather headpiece angle ways.  If a person wears 
         his headpiece represents was still standing up. 
          
         It occurred a person that battled the enemy alone and killed so 
         many of the enemy, he was killing the enemy out from his fox 
         hole.  He laid what he killed all around the rim of his fox 
         hole and how can he wear feathers all around his head?  So he 
         made a headband out of a hard rawhide and punched holes all 
         around it and then he inserted the feathers into the holes and 
         he tied it together at the back of his head and the straight up 
         medicine hats are invented.  That is a person's chieftain 
         style.  The people that have the qualification to wear a 
         straight up medicine hat are scarce.  A great chief is the one 
         that wears a straight up medicine hat. 
          
         The birds are precious birds.  Just how the people admire the 
         elks that is how they admire the birds (eagles).  The people of 



         the past love to have a big nose.  They admire the eagles that 
         they skinned for the way their beaks are.  The eagles have 
         yellow nostrils.  A person that has a big nose and especially 
         if he has a dark face he'll look like an eagle.  People will 
         say, "My, he has a nose like an eagle."  A person that looks 
         like an eagle is very much admired and nowadays it is a strange 
         thing -- white people admire Indians with big noses.  A person 
         will have a real dark face and he will have a great big nose.  
         People will say, "Ah!  he looks like an eagle."  People use the 
         eagle tail feathers because they admire the eagles.  The 
         eagle's properties are underneath its tail feathers.  Those are 
         the medicine hats.  The other person attached the feathers onto 
         the rawhide.  The feathers represent the enemy; that is how the 
         medicine hats existed. 
          
         Myself I am First Rider.  I saw Low Horn who died recently.  
         This man stuck feathers around a rawhide band.  The feathers 
         represent the enemies that he killed.  He stuck a white feather 
         in front representing White Horse.*   He (Low Horn) uses red 
         ochre at the tip of the white feather.  Sometimes he uses a big 
         white bird (White Turkey) tail feathers.  That is how he (Low 
         Horn) illustrate the meaning of the white feather.  It is said 
         that is how the medicine hats came into existence.  These 
         Tenderloin clan that have great supernatural powers.  There are 
         not too many feathers to a medicine hat.  An eagle has twelve 
         tail feathers; it will take two eagles to make a medicine.  He 
                               ------------------- 
         *White Horse is a nickname for a famous Cree warrior.  He was 
         given this name by the plains Indians because his stallion was 
         white.            
         (Low Horn) killed a lot of eagles, so he took a long strip of 
         rawhide and he attached the tail feathers to the rawhide and 
         the medicine hat had a trailer. Later on medicine hats had 
         double trailers.  How can a medicine hat have double trailers?  
         Because the Indians run around on foot with their medicine 
         hats. Medicine hats had double trailers.  Recently they were 
         made that way, just for dress up.  They are not the old type 
         and these new medicine hats were made to be worn just at dances 
         and for other occasions.  The old type medicine hats are made 
         straight up; the feathers are not attached onto the crown of a 
         felt hat. 
          
         The high eagle is just flying up in the air; it is just 
         hovering.  As they looked at it they said, "That is a very 
         handsome bird."  People of the past like and admire a quiet 
         person, that is why sponsorer of a Holy Lodge doesn't to dances 
         or any other obtrusive gatherings.  A person that has a quiet 
         life is a good living person.  A person that is leading an 
         obtrusive and a wicked life is called a bad living person. 
          
         As the eagle was just flying up in the air, it didn't flap its 
         wings.  It was just flying gently in a circle.  The people 
         admired the eagle the way it was sailing around in midair.  It 
         didn't flap its wings.  It was just flying around gently and it 
         didn't make a sound and as they looked at it, its tail feathers 
         looked like a shoulder blade.  As they looked at the eagle's 
         tail feathers there were plumes underneath.  The stuff that the 



         women use for threading hides are called white applicators.  
         They are round.  I'll say they are like a bread dough.  As they 
         shook the plumes they moved gently.  They wished the people 
         would live softly like the gentle movements of the plumes, to 
         be kind and to live a good life like the softness of the plume. 
          
         A shaman, an Indian shaman -- it may be a man or a woman -- a 
         rock will be heated red hot.  Some use hot charcoal for curing 
         the sick and they do a lot of drumming.  Some cure the sick 
         with the powers of a bear.  I (First Rider) saw some of the 
         shaman that use the powers of a bear for curing; he'll be 
         throwing a sick child around roughly.  People that treat a sick 
         child in that manner, the child will by crying and screaming 
         because he will be burning the child with hot potions.  The 
         shaman will tell the child, "You will never get better if you 
         are treated with a plume."  Now again we take the eagles.  For 
         instance if a sick person is treated soft like the softness of 
         a plume he will not survive.   
          
          
         Now a very proud person, there are plumes that are called the  
         main plumes.  The plumes that are called edge plumes are not 
         included.  The plumes are all main plumes and there are 
         feathers that are called centre tail feathers.  The centre tail 
         feathers are the best so's the main plumes are also the best 
         plumes. The bud of a plume is bent over and a strip of rawhide 
         thong is bound onto the stem of the plume with sinew.  The 
         plumes look like the fluffy stuff that the kids eat on the 
         midways.  They are stuck onto a rolled paper and they look like 
         plumes; that is what I (First Rider) think of the plumes.  The 
         plumes are few and they are huge and they sway.  They are worn 
         on the head by proud and high-class Indians. 
          
         There are a lot of given names of the plumes because the birds 
         are handsome.  There is a name about the tail feathers.  A man 
         was given the name Tailfeathers, and another is Tailfeather 
         Child, and another name White Tailfeather, and Tailfeather 
         Headpiece, and a woman was named Tailfeather Woman.  People 
         have these names because they admire the eagle.  And necklaces 
         are made out of the eagle's claws.  And also there is a given 
         name about the little eagles; the name is Eagle Child.   
          
         Okay, the bones.  Whistles are made out of the eagle's 
         collarbone; those are precious bones.  Necklaces are made out 
         of the eagle's feet and also its claws.  The eagle claw 
         necklaces were quilled before and now they are beaded.  The 
         eagle claws are all strung up and they are worn around the 
         neck. 
          
         The eagle is also skinned and it is used for a tipi flag and 
         the tipi is called Eagle Flag Tipi.  A man also took the 
         eagle's head and wore it for a headpiece and there is also a 
         given name, Eagle Head.  It's because the eagles are admired, 
         because they are handsome birds and they fly high, that is why 
         they are used.   
          
         A woman that is very proud, she is really proud of herself, 



         she's called Eagle Single Woman.  The bird, the eagle, is 
         really admired because it flies so high and it perches on a 
         high ledge and because it is a wise bird.  People should live 
         that kind of life.  Finally the belt was made.  The eagle was 
         seen in a dream that it used a belt.  The main wing feathers of 
         the eagle were attached to the belt protruding from the back of 
         the belt.  The material of the belt is decorated with eagle 
         feathers, so the belt was called Eagle Belt.  They are used in 
         the Dog Feast ceremony.  Eagle feathers are used on the eagle 
         belt.  There is also a given name about the feathers.  We won't 
         say wing, we will say eagle feathers; and the crow wings we'll 
         say crow feathers, magpie feathers, dark ferruginous hawk 
         feathers.  So there was a given name of Eagle Feathers.  The 
          
         droppings of the eagle are also used.  Their droppings are 
         white.  The eagles will relieve themselves where they perch  
         and when their droppings are dry they'll be picked up with a 
         knife.  People use them for whitening. What is this whitening?  
         A person will tan a windpipe and they will smear it with the 
         whitening and when they are dry they're white.  Some mix them 
         with white sod.  They use the windpipe for a headband.  When 
         the eagle droppings are dry they'll be crushed fine and the 
         powder will be sprinkled on the plumes.  Now, let's say the 
         marrow bones of the eagle are tied together and they are used 
         as necklaces and now we call them Eagle Necklaces.  A person, a 
         man saw an eagle when it relieved itself. Its droppings didn't 
         even stick to its feathers.  He saw the eagle's rectum moving.  
         Ah!  It is pressing so that its droppings will not drop on its 
         feathers and on its plumes and so there is a given name, Eagle 
         Squeezing Its Rectum.  We get our names from the birds that we 
         admire.  The scream of an eagle doesn't sound like a trumpet 
         and yet it almost sounds like a trumpet; that is why the 
         whistles are made.  We will not just carry a whistle around, 
         we'll have it strung and we will wear it as a necklace.  That 
         is why whistles are in all holy bundles.  The Medicine Pipe 
         owners have whistles; Utility Bag owners have whistles; the 
         Holy Woman has a whistle.  When the Holy Lodge centre pole is 
         about to be raised, whistles will be blown and a gun shot.  
         These are associated to the Holy Lodge and that is the fame of 
         the eagles. 
          
         A proud Indian will use the eagle tail feathers on his arrows. 
         The people that use the eagle tail feathers on their arrows are 
         probably scarce.  Other people are not qualified to use the 
         eagle feathers.  Those are all precious properties.  The 
         whistle is from the eagle; it's a precious property.  The 
         graceful cruise of an eagle in midair is also admired and there 
         is also a given name, Softly Graceful Cruising.  And also there 
         is another name, Graceful Cruising Away.  That is how we admire 
         the eagles.  Okay, the eagle is our precious property.  It is a 
         strange thing, the white men, the south American white men, 
         they are called Peigan White Men.  Those are the first ones 
         that came to this continent; they were the first ones that the 
         Indians met.  The south American white men knew that the eagle 
         is our precious property, so they got the eagle for their royal 
         emblem. 
          



         When people are really slicked up, they call the feather 
         headpiece a shield.  Feathers are attached all around the edge 
         of a shield and they tie them on their backs.  They don't know 
         the meaning and why they take what they call a shield.  They 
         tie them on the back of their heads.  A person will be all 
         slicked up and he will have that thing on.  He doesn't know the 
         meaning why he had it on.  He had the shield on just because he 
         is going to a dance.  Some make medicine hats with the eagle 
          
          
         tail feathers, some will wear plume headpieces and some will 
         have a tail feather headpiece.  People don't know what they 
         are.  People will mock a person that dresses himself up with an 
         eagle tail feather headpiece because they know the meaning of 
         wearing an eagle tail feather headpiece. 
          
         The collar bone of an eagle is made into a whistle.  Another 
         thing, the wing of an eagle is used into a fan.  When the wing 
         is cut off a piece of the skin will be cut off with it and this 
         piece of skin will hang down at the bud of the wing; it is just 
         like a decoration.  The left wing is used for a fan.  The right 
         wing cannot be used for a fan.  The reason why the right wings 
         are not used for a fan, the feathers will be in the opposite 
         way.  When the left wing is used the feathers will be towards 
         you.   
          
         If a person doesn't dress himself well, we will not think that 
         he is funny, we'll think he is crazy.  So the thing is, is to 
         dress up neat and to tell stories straight.  Today we are 
         always thinking if we could get some eagle tail feathers.  In a 
         Group Smoking ceremony, let's say, the sod for the incense 
         burning place is just piled up and it will be spread out with a 
         tail feather. 
          
         The Utility Bag Society sang a song with the words in the song 
         are as follows, "I will have wings with one hundred eagle tail 
         feathers."  The eagles are really our precious property. A 
         person that has a medicine hat is very proud of his medicine 
         hat.  He will think, "I am an eagle."  The people of the past 
         will call a proud person, Eagle Person.  We don't know our 
         destination when we will dress up with the eagle and how we are 
         going to dress up with it.  
          
         A person, let's say a man if he treasures his wife, we will 
         say, "He treats his wife like an eagle."  A woman will be 
         having a long visit and a person will tell the husband, "Why 
         don't you go for your wife?  She's out visiting long enough."  
         The husband will say, "Let her visit.  Nothing will happen to 
         her."  The people will say, "Ah, he considers his wife as an 
         eagle."  The saying means that the husband doesn't discipline 
         his wife.  That is why people treasure the eagles.  The eagle 
         and the elk are the only two that are mentioned in the story 
         and now I will conclude my story.   
          
         That is all. 
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